Tissues are thought to behave like fluids with a given surface tension. Differences in tissue surface tension (TST) have been proposed to trigger cell sorting and tissue envelopment. D'Arcy Thompson in his seminal book 'On Growth and Form' has introduced this concept of differential TST as a key physical mechanism dictating tissue formation and organization within the developing organism. Over the past century, many studies have picked up the concept of differential TST and analyzed the role and cell biological basis of TST in development, underlining the importance and influence of this concept in developmental biology.
Introduction
D'Arcy Thompson's book on 'Growth and Form' has laid the foundation for a large body of work on the physical basis of morphogenesis in development. The concepts brought forward in this book have been inspirational for many more recent studies on the physical mechanisms that govern the ways in which cells, tissues, and organisms take shape. For me as a biologist, particularly the chapter on 'The Forms of Tissues, or Cell Aggregates' has revealed new perspectives on the role cell and tissue mechanics might play in controlling cell sorting and tissue organization within the developing embryo. In this chapter D'Arcy Thompson argues that -much like in soap bubbles -the distribution of interfacial tensions at cell vertices (triangular forces) in multicellular tissues determines cell and tissue shapes (Fig. 1 ). This concept has been used by many subsequent studies to explain cell shape and rearrangements, in particular within epithelial tissues. It has also been adapted by various studies to argue that differences in tissue surface tension (TST) drive cell sorting and tissue layering in development. In my commentary, I will describe how the concept of differential TST was developed, and summarize how more recent studies have helped refine the role of differential TST in cell and tissue morphogenesis during development.
Differential affinity
Seminal experiments by Wilson, Holtfreter and others at the beginning and middle of last century provided the first evidence that cells display differential properties allowing them to segregate into distinct tissues that are organized in a specific spatial configuration (Townes and Holtfreter, 1955; Wilson, 1907 
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Mechanisms of Development j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / m o d cells which were then randomly intermixed in culture, they re-organized into a structure consisting of a neural plate-like tissue surrounded by an epidermal cell layer, reminiscent of the embryo from which they originated (Fig. 2) (Townes and Holtfreter, 1955) . This suggested that embryonic cells display a capacity for self-organization in which their specific identity triggers a morphogenetic program leading to tissue formation and embryo (re-) organization. Holtfreter attributed this self-organizing capacity of embryonic cells to their displaying 'differential affinity' or 'selected adhesion', allowing them to effectively distinguish between cells alike and different. While the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying differential cell affinity remained unclear at this time, cell-cell adhesion molecules were obvious candidates to be pursued further.
Differential adhesion
Steinberg and others in the second half of the last century picked up from the original observations made by Townes and Holtfreter and proposed in their 'Differential Adhesion Hypothesis (DAH)' that differences in the adhesive properties between cells determine their self-organizing capacity (Steinberg, 1970) . Specifically, they showed that cells expressing different amounts of cadherin cell-cell adhesion receptors segregated into homotypic cell groups with the cell clusters expressing the higher amount surrounded by those expressing the lower level (Foty and Steinberg, 2005) . They concluded from these studies that the differential cell affinity proposed by Townes and Holtfreter is caused by the different amounts of cell-cell adhesion receptors expressed on cellular surfaces driving their specific segregation behavior. Steinberg further proposed a biophysical model of how he envisaged differential adhesion to determine the specific spatial configuration of tissues by suggesting that tissues behave like immiscible fluids with a given surface tension (Foty et al., 1996) . He further proposed that the surface tension of a tissue scales with the amount of adhesion molecules expressed by the cells forming this tissue, and that differences in tissue surface tension would determine tissue layering (Foty et al., 1996; Foty and Steinberg, 2005) . Much like fluids do, the tissue with lower surface tension would then show a tendency to engulf the tissue with higher surface tension. Importantly, this differential tissue surface tension model would apply to tissue self-organization irrespective of the exact biological processes determining TST, and thus the DAH is not an essential ingredient of the differential surface tension model.
Differential interfacial tension and contraction
Harris, Brodland and others soon after realized that the amount of adhesion molecules expressed by cells forming a tissue might not be the only factor determining TST. In his 'Differential Interfacial Tension Hypothesis (DITH)', Brodland proposed that the coordinated action of the contractile cytoskeleton and the cell-cell adhesion machinery determines the tension at cell-cell versus cell-medium interfaces, the ratio of which again dictates TST (Brodland, 2002) . The main conceptual advance offered by the DITH is that it uncouples the DAH from the differential surface tension model and suggests that tension caused by cytoskeletal contraction contributes to the surface tension of a tissue. Notably, Brodland was not the first to suggest that differences in the cytoskeletal contractile properties between cells can trigger their segregation and self-organization. For instance, Harris proposed in his 'Differential Surface Contraction Hypothesis' (DSCH)', that TST might not entirely be dictated by cell adhesion, but also by differences in the ability of tissues to assemble a contractile cytoskeletal network at their surface (Harris, 1976) .
Testing the different hypotheses
To address the different hypotheses, which were brought forward to explain embryonic cell segregation and self-organization, techniques and methods were required to analyze cell adhesion and cell/tissue tension and precisely manipulate them to assess their function in tissue morphogenesis. For measuring TST, Steinberg and colleagues developed a parallel plate compression apparatus, where a spherical tissue is deformed between two plates and the deformation of the tissue as a function of compression force is recorded to calculate TST (Fig. 3) (Foty et al., 1996) . This method is restricted to tissues which effectively round up in vitro and are composed of a homogeneous cell population Winklbauer and colleagues simplified this method and used gravity-induced deformation of spherical tissues aggregates to calculate TST of Xenopus embryonic tissues (Kalantarian et al., 2009) . Using these different methods and comparing the determined differences in TST of heterotypical cell/tissue aggregates in culture with the envelopment behavior predicted by the differential TST model, revealed a strikingly good correlation (Foty et al., 1996; Ninomiya et al., 2012; Schotz et al., 2008) , indicating an important role for differential TST in tissue organization in vitro.
In contrast to TST measurements, specifically analyzing and quantifying cell adhesion turned out to be a more challenging endeavor. Initially, the number of cell adhesion molecules expressed per cell had been suggested to equal with the adhesiveness the cell displays (Foty and Steinberg, 2005) . However, other features, such as cell-cell contact size and strength, might represent more accurate read-outs for cellcell adhesion, although their relationship to each other and to the amount of adhesion molecules expressed in the contacting cells can be intricate (Engl et al., 2014; Krieg et al., 2008; Maitre et al., 2012) . For analyzing cell-cell contact strength, the de-adhesion force needed to separate a cell-cell contact has been determined using Dual Micropipette Aspiration and Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (Fig. 3) (Benoit and Gaub, 2002; Chu et al., 2004; Krieg et al., 2008; Maitre et al., 2012) . In principle, contact strength should scale with contact size; yet, mechanisms such as mechanosensation at cell-cell adhesion sites (Yonemura et al., 2010 ) might uncouple those features, suggesting that for analyzing cell-cell adhesion, contact size and coupling strength should both be taken into account.
Not surprisingly, the results from those different cell-cell adhesion measurements as of yet have not provided a consistent picture of the role of cell-cell adhesion in determining TST and thus tissue re-aggregation and self-organization: congruent with the DAH were experiments showing that the level of cadherin cell-cell adhesion molecule expression in cells closely scaled with the surface tension of the tissue formed by those cells (Foty and Steinberg, 2005; Ninomiya et al., 2012) . However, this seems to predominantly apply to experiments comparing the same cell type expressing different levels of cadherins. In contrast, when comparing different cell types, e.g. different progenitor cell populations from the early embryo, then the level of cadherins expressed in those cells had no predictive power as to their segregation and envelopment behavior (Krieg et al., 2008) . This pointed out the possibility that besides cell adhesion molecule expression, other features affecting cell interfacial tensions, such as cell cortex tension, might be important for cell segregation and tissue organization.
To experimentally test whether cell cortex tension might be a more reliable predictor for TST and thus tissue self-organization, cortex tension of single cells was measured using Single Cell Force Spectroscopy (Krieg et al., 2008) . In contrast to cell adhesion, cortex tension turned out to be a rather accurate predictor for TST and tissue self-organization even when different cell types were compared to each other (Krieg et al., 2008) . Obviously, cell adhesion and cortex tension can influence each other (Buckley et al., 2014; Engl et al., 2014 ) and thus changing cell cortex tension might ultimately modify cell adhesion and vice versa.
To determine to what degree the measured values of cell adhesion and cortex tension contribute to cell segregation and tissue organization, experimental observations on cell sorting and tissue envelopment have been compared to theoretical models predicting those behaviors on the basis of the adhesive and contractile properties of the constituent cells. The most prominent of those models is the Cellular Pots Model (CPM) (Glazier and Graner, 1993) , which allows simulations of cellular rearrangements as a function of cell interfacial tensions, which again are determined by a combination of cell-cell adhesion and cell cortex tension. The CPM has been successfully used to closely capture cell sorting and tissue engulfment observed for various cell and tissue types in vitro and in vivo (Käfer et al., 2007 (Käfer et al., , 2006 Krieg et al., 2008) , supporting the notion that these processes are indeed driven by the influence of cortex tension and cell-cell adhesion on interfacial tension. Other models taking into account cell elasticity and junctional forces arising from cortical contractility and cell-cell adhesion have been successfully used to accurately predict cellular rearrangements within epithelial tissues (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Honda et al., 2008) . Common to all these models is that they predict cell packing geometries corresponding to stable and stationary network configurations based on energy minimization. Importantly, cell migration is typically not included in those models, suggesting that they are more applicable to non-migratory cells, such as epithelial cells, rather than mesenchymal cells that typically display active migratory behavior.
From in vitro to in vivo
In order to more easily observe cellular rearrangements in a controllable and defined environment, most studies on the contribution of TST to cell segregation and tissue organization have as of yet been performed ex vivo in culture. In order to make conclusions from those in vitro observations about the mechanisms governing cell and tissue organization within the intact organism, methods need to be in place that allow analysis of interfacial tensions in vivo. One such method, which has been successfully implemented over the past years, is 3D Video Force Microscopy (3D VFM), in which imaging data of cell-cell contact angles are used to determine the relative distribution of cell interfacial tensions (Brodland et al., 2010 (Brodland et al., , 2014 (Fig. 4) . When extrapolating from in vitro observation to the situation in vivo, one also needs to assume that cells that have been removed from their organismal context and placed in chemically defined media display similar features to those present in their normal physiological context. Cell culture conditions, however, can only recapitulate the organismal environment as far as the different properties of this environment are known in vivo. For instance, the composition of the interstitial fluid within the developing embryo remains largely unknown, and thus tissue culture medium composition is at best an approximation of the actual situation in vivo. This can be problematic given our own recent observations (Krens et al., 2017) that the osmolarity of the interstitial fluid within the gastrulating zebrafish embryos is considerably lower than the osmolarity of typical cell culture medium, and that this difference decisively influences the relative distribution of TST in culture when compared to the developing embryo.
Another caveat when comparing tissue self-organization in culture with embryo morphogenesis in vivo is that those different processes might not be entirely equivalent. For instance, cell sorting in culture is typically analyzed in randomly intermixed heterotypic cell aggregates, where the different cell types segregate from heterotypic into increasingly homotypic configurations. In the developing organism, in contrast, the starting configuration for cell sorting rarely resembles a randomly intermixed heterotypic cell aggregate. Rather, different cell types are induced in spatially confined domains within the developing embryos, and the position of those domains is subsequently modified by local cell interactions at the forming tissue boundaries, determining tissue separation and the spatial organization of tissues within the organism.
Given these fundamental differences between cell sorting in vitro and in vivo, it remains questionable to what degree the evidence for TST triggering cell segregation and tissue organization in culture is applicable to the situation within the developing organism in vivo. For instance, our own recent observations (Krens et al., 2017 ) that germ layer TSTs are different in vitro but not in vivo suggest that the well-documented role of differential germ layer TST for germ layer formation and separation in vitro might have little relevance for the actual process of germ layer formation in vivo. Importantly, this does not argue against the general concept that differential TST influences cell segregation and tissue self-organization. Quite the contrary, the in vitro data clearly show that differential TST has the potential to decisively influence these processes. Consequently, the question that needs to be answered is not whether differential TST can influence cell sorting, but rather to what extent it influences these processes in the specific developmental context in which it is analyzed. In particular, the role of differential TST needs to be assessed in combination with energy-consuming force-generating processes such as cell polarization and directed migration. Recent studies on Xenopus and zebrafish embryos, for instance, have provided evidence that germ layer tissue formation and separation is predominantly driven by active cell migration and cell repulsion/polarization at the forming tissue boundaries and not differential TST as previously assumed (Rohani et al., 2011 (Rohani et al., , 2014 Krens et al., 2017) .
Outlook
D'Arcy Thompson's proposal that the distribution of interfacial tensions at cell vertices determines cell and tissue shape still represents a very relevant concept for understanding the physical principles guiding cell and tissue morphogenesis. In particular within epithelial tissues where morphogenesis is predominantly driven by junctional remodeling, this concept has been very influential for developing state-of-the-art theoretical models, such as the vertex model, which explain cellular geometry and rearrangements on the basis of junctional forces. Important questions, however, remain as to the extent by which the concept of differential interfacial tensions can be used to explain cell sorting and tissue formation in non-epithelial cell aggregates, where cell motility and active migration prevail. One possibility is that the sorting process itself might be predominantly driven by differential active cell migration, whereas subsequent tissue boundary formation and separation are triggered by differential interfacial tensions. Future studies will have to address how interfacial tensions are distributed during development in different tissue types and different stages of cell sorting and tissue segregation, and how such distribution influences the underlining morphogenetic processes.
